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Abstract

In this paper, we focus on audio violence detection (AVD). AVD
is necessary for several reasons, especially in the context of
maintaining safety, preventing harm, and ensuring security in
various environments. This calls for accurate AVD systems.
Like many related applications in audio processing, the most
common approach for improving the performance, would be by
leveraging self-supervised (SSL) pre-trained models (PTMs).
However, as these SSL models are very large models with mil-
lion of parameters and this can hinder real-world deployment
especially in compute-constraint environment. To resolve this,
we propose the usage of speaker recognition models which are
much smaller compared to the SSL models. Experimentation
with speaker recognition model embeddings with SVM & Ran-
dom Forest as classifiers, we show that speaker recognition
model embeddings perform the best in comparison to state-of-
the-art (SOTA) SSL models and achieve SOTA results.
Index Terms: Violence Detection, Speaker Embeddings, x-
vector

1. Introduction
Violence not only inflicts immediate harm but also leaves last-
ing scars on the fabric of society. The ripple effects extend
beyond individual victims, impacting families, neighborhoods,
and entire communities. As such, ensuring public safety and
security becomes paramount, requiring proactive measures to
address violence and foster environments where all members
can thrive without fear of harm or injustice. In response to the
negative effects associated with violence, previous research has
made substantial leap towards violence detection through use
of various modalities. In this work, we focus on audio violence
detection (AVD). AVD has advantages in conditions such as in
areas with low visibility or at night for detecting violence, in
comparison to visual or audio-visual violence where access to a
visual monitoring device will be required. Researchers have
explored AVD with methods ranging from classical machine
learning to deep learning [1, 2]. However, despite all these ad-
vancements AVD still lacks in accuracy and considering the im-
portance of AVD, systems with higher accuracy are need of the
hour.

Following related speech and audio processing applica-
tions, the most common and beneficial way to boost up a system
performance would be using embeddings from pre-trained mod-
els (PTMs) especially self-supervised (SSL) PTMs [3]. How-
ever, these state-of-the-art (SOTA) SSL PTMs are very large
with millions of parameters that may hinder real-world deploy-
ment of AVD systems especiallly in scenarios with less com-
pute power. In response, in this work, we propose to use
embeddings extracted from speaker recognition PTMs, models

pre-trained primarily for speaker recognition for AVD which is
much smaller in size than the SSL PTMs. With comprehensive
comparative analysis, we show that x-vector (speaker recogni-
tion) embeddings attains the topmost performance. This top-
most behavior of x-vector embeddings can be attributed to its
effectiveness in capturing intensity, intonation, etc more effec-
tively than SSL PTMs for AVD.

2. Application
In this section, we discuss various parts of the proposed AVD
application. Firstly, we discuss the various PTMs whose em-
beddings are used in our study and the classifiers. Followed
by the database considered and the results of the experiments.
Lastly, we discuss the workings of the application and how a
user can interact with the application.
Pre-Trained Models: We use SOTA SSL PTMs WavLM [4]
and Unispeech-SAT [5] because of its performance in various
applications in SUPERB. For speaker recognition PTMs, we
choose x-vector [6] and ECAPA [7] due to their SOTA perfor-
mance in speaker recognition. The number of parameters of the
PTMs are 94.7M, 94.68M, 7M, 20M for wavLM, Unispeech-
SAT, x-vector, ECAPA respectively. We extract embeddings of
768 from the last hidden state of SSL PTMs through average
pooling and for x-vector, we extract embeddings of dimension
of 512.
Classifiers: We experiment with Random Forest (RF) and Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) classifier with default parameters.
We train the models with 5-fold where four folds will be used
for training and fifth fold for testing.
Database and Pre-Processing: We use AVD database1 used
by Zhu et al. [8]. We divided each of the violence and non
violence audio files into sub audio files of 2.5 sec following
[8] and results in dataset with non-violence audios of 7241 and
violent audios of 1374. We resample the audios to 16kHz for
passing as input to the PTMs.
Experimental Results: The evaluation results of the various
models are presented in Table 1. Models trained with speaker
recognition models (x-vector, ECAPA) embeddings performed
the best. This can be attributed to their supremacy in capturing
speech characteristics such as intensity, intonation, etc more ef-
fectively. We use the best model Random Forest trained with
x-vector embeddings as backend model in the application.
User Interface: Working and Backend Details: The user in-
terface of the application is presented in Figure 1. In mode 1
(Figure 1 (a)), user can use Start Recording and Stop Recording
button to record real-world audio for AVD and in mode 2 (Fig-
ure 1 (b)) user can upload a audio with Choose File button for

1https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/fangfangz/
audio-based-violence-detection-dataset
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Figure 1: Audio Violence Detection Application; Application architecture pipeline is presented in Figure 1 (a) with the flow of infor-
mation when the input audio is provided to the final inference received by the user through the user interface; Figure 1(c) shows the
confusion matrix of the best model RF with x-vector embeddings

Table 1: Performance Scores; Scores are average of 5 folds;
Scores are presented in %; F1 is macro-average F1-Score;
MFCCs are used as baseline

PTM Accuracy F1

Random Forest

x-vector 99.14 98.40
ECAPA 94.01 87.42
MFCC 72.46 49.01
Unispeech-SAT 94.07 87.99
WaveLM 91.05 80.61

Support Vector Machine

x-vector 99.13 98.38
ECAPA 98.02 98.02
MFCC 71.93 48.71
Unispeech-SAT 97.73 95.87
WaveLM 95.53 91.40

detecting violence in the uploaded audio. With Predict button,
we can get the predictions out of the application. We have used
React.Js and Flask for creating the Front-End and the Back-End
for model inference respectively. The average inference time
for a 1 min audio file is around 1 sec, thus making it deployable
to real-world use. 3. Conclusion
In this demonstration, we’ve created an application that har-
nesses speaker recognition model embeddings to enhance AVD.
The application streamlines the process of detecting violent
activities across surveillance feeds without access to visual-
monitoring device . Overall, the application offers law enforce-
ment agencies a powerful tool for more efficient and effective
monitoring, ultimately enhancing public safety.
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